JOB
A Lenten Devotional

WEEK 1
Crossroads Presbyterian Fellowship

The Season of Lent
At the beginning stages of the church, Christians understood the
importance of orienting their time around the events of the life of
Jesus. The Christian calendar was developed as a tool to help the
people of God inhabit the story of the gospel throughout the year
by acting out the various seasons in their communal life.
The season of Lent lasts for forty days leading up to Holy Week
and Easter. Christ’s journey to the cross was marked by sacrifice
and self-denial. The Lenten season mirrors the time Jesus spent
in the wilderness being tempted. Through fasting and prayer we
willingly strip ourselves of comforts and needs in order to awaken
our need for a savior and resurrection life. Whatever you decide to
give up, it will be worth it. Each sacrifice only serves to t prepares
us for the Easter feast.

Using this Devotional
This Lenten devotional is a companion guide to our sermon series
in the book of Job. Each day takes us through a chapter of Job and
invites us to reflect on the themes in our reading with questions
and guided prayer. You may use this on your own or use it as a
household to participate with the whole family. Our pastoral intern,
Donnie Clinton, has compiled this devotional for our church with
care.
The devotional will be released one week at a time on each Sunday of Lent. I pray that as you lean in to this weighty book God
would meet you in your grief and suffering and prove himself to
be the “God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our affliction” (2
Cor. 1:3-4).
Josiah Green, Lead Pastor
Crossroads Presbyterian Fellowship
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Introducing Job
Job’s story is not easy. It challenges us to think about evil, pain,
suffering, friendship, and the nature of God’s rule over the world.
While Job lived long ago in a very different context than our
own, the themes we find in this book transcend time and culture.
Throughout the narrative, most of which is poetry, we will see three
Biblical truths emerge.
First, God’s people are invited to lament.
It’s tempting to believe that crying out and questioning why something is happening to us is an act of faithlessness. The opposite is
true; crying out to God demonstrates that He’s the only one who’s
qualified to answer our questions about suffering.
Second, it is easy to make assumptions about the pain of others.
Job’s friends are quick to draw false conclusions and assume
wrongly. Job’s suffering exposes their bad theology. As you read
their speeches you may feel frustrated yourself. Their treatment
of Job reminds us why it is so important to be quick to listen and
slow to speak.
Third, God rules the world and we do not.
The turbulence in Job’s life is not a disruption to God. He continues to rule and reign with a watchful eye.
May these truths sink deep into our bones as we wade through
this ancient story of suffering.
Donnie Clinton, Pastoral Intern
Resources Consulted
Christopher Ash, Job: The Wisdom of the Cross.
ESV Study Bible
Joel Beekee, Family Worship Bible Guide.
NASB Life Application Bible
Video explanation of the Christian Calendar
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Ash Wednesday | 2.17
Reading							

Job 1-2

Reflection
Suffering is confusing. Many times it leads us to ask ourselves, “have
I done something to deserve this?” It is true that God corrects the behavior of sinful Children, but Job is not an example of discipline. Job
is targeted by Satan precisely because of his innocence (1:8; 2:3).

How are you suffering loss or hardship in your life?

How do you relate to God in the midst of suffering?

Prayer
God, suffering confuses me. When I’m experiencing pain or hardship
I am tempted to run from you, hide from you, and ignore you. I forget
that Jesus’ coming to earth to suffer for my sins demonstrates that
you have not left us to suffer alone. When I’m quick to forget you,
remind me that you are good, you love me, you are for me, and you
have not left me to be an orphan in this world. Help me see that I can
be innocent and still suffer. Let the suffering Christ be my comfort.
Amen.
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Thursday | 2.18
Reading							

Job 3

Reflection
Do you ever feel like you cannot cry out to God when things are
difficult? Hebrew wisdom literature is incredibly honest. Several of
the psalms were written out of a place of deep despair. The laments
of God’s peopel were then penned and used in corporate worship,
giving expression to the collective pain of Israel. Job’s lament is an
informal invitation to bring our pain, loss, and grief to God.

What aspect of Job’s lament stands out to you and why?

What is the risk of keeping our pain and confusion to ourselves?

Can you think of times when you have brought your complaints to
God?

Prayer
Lord, help me cry out to you when I’m in need. When I’m experiencing difficulty, help me lament and weep, and cry. I forget that I am
your child and you love to hear from me. Teach me that suffering
does not mean I’m abandoned by you. Help me remember that Christ
died and gave himself for me. Hear my cry when “I am not at ease”,
and “have no rest.” Amen.
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Friday | 2.19
Reading							

Job 4

Reflection
Sometimes our well meaning friends try to give us godly advice but
they miss the mark. When Job is confronted with a friend who is giving him false information his reaction is to have faith in God is. When
Job is lamenting, Eliphaz’s response was to question Jobs suffering
and confusion. Eliphaz assumed his words would fix Job’s lamenting
and make it clear why Job was suffering. The truth is, sometimes we
need the freedom and space to lament to God because we know
he’s faithful to answer our cries (Ex.3:7).

Do you think Eliphaz’s response was good or bad? Why?

Is Eliphaz correct in assuming Job’s hardships come from his mistakes?

Prayer
Lord, help me be slow to speak when our friends and family are suffering. Help me slow down, listen, and cry out to God on behalf of the
suffering of those around me. When I cry out, remind me that you’re
listening to me and hear my cries. When I suffer help me trust that it is
for my good, you love me, and I am not alone. Remind me that Christ
suffered, and my suffering makes me share in Christ’s experience on
the cross. You are not far from those who are broken hearted. Be with
all those around me who are broken hearted.
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Saturday | 2.20
Reading							

Job 5

Reflection
Eliphaz exhorts Job to be consistent, realistic, humble, and submissive to God. The speech is full of true statements but it is ultimately
useless to Job. Eliphaz’ message is one of piety and religion but his
words are devoid of the gospel of grace. In all of his well-meaning
efforts Eliphaz has unwittingly repeated the same claims that Satan
made in earlier chapters, namely, that no human being is genuinely
right before God. The good intentions of this kind friend fall dreadfully
short of offering any real comfort.

Has someone ever offered tried to offer you counsel without understanding your whole situation? How did it feel?

Why should Christians be slow to offer godly counsel?

Prayer
Help me be slow to listen to my friends who are in need. Keep me
from assumption, presumption or a lack of empathy. When people
are in need remind me that Jesus takes care of my need. Remind me
that Jesus is patient with me. Help me be a comforting presence for
my friends. You never turn me away when I’m in pain. You will never
leave nor forsake me. Amen
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